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Summary.1

about more than increased yields. This article focuses on how The Asian Rural Institute’s (ARI) rural 

-

changes described, how they understand their transformation through the program, and how they plan 
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1. Introduction

-

ing about more than increased skills, knowledge or yields. This study focuses on 

* 

in Tochigi Japan and the Fetzer Institute of Kalamazoo, MI, USA. The author coordinated the assess-

-
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-

-

munity Building, and Sustainable Agriculture. 

-

end of the program. Findings illustrate the relationship between the transformation 

of the commonly reported changes were described, together with how they under-

stand their transformation through the program, and the planned implement of the 

-

-

ARI started as an international organisation training leaders who engaged in 

Southeast Asian countries1. 

religious minority groups are targeted for program participation. Participants join 

the training program as representations from churches, orphanages, grassroots 

NGO, community-based organisations, or educational institutions at ARI these 

are referred to as Sending Bodies (SBs). Many come from remote or marginalized 

1 
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and skills for the good of the people in their own communities.

guests as well as and community supporters. At any one time, there may be 

the ARI community for a weekend or month to learn through being part of the ARI 

As the Asian Rural Institute approached its 40th

elements of the program most meaningful for participants and/or which learnings 

-

 

A. 
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2.

-

certain what would best meet the organisation’s and donor’s goals. Ideas from 

-

oped and data was compiled.

A chart of Key Themes were organized to address both hard and soft skills, 

-

ship between these, with an increasing emphasis on learning the latter through the 

st 

month of the training in April, in the middle of the training in July and then in the 

 

 

-

cluding the methods used. At ARI all work side by side, organisation leaders work 

-

creating a new community in which distinctions between religions, ethnic and lin-

-

equity. It therefore focuses not just on skills and knowledge enhancement but on 

-

2 
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-

2.1. Core values

-

ARI handbook, promotional materials and website has been summarized below.

2.1.1. Community building

-

ment. The Foundation for Community Encouragement refers to Community building 

-

4. 

-

-

-

-

leadership on a daily basis. In the classroom, there is learning about models of lead-

Within the duration of the program, there are two opportunities for each participant 

4  
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2.1.3. Foodlife 

 

emphasis on the production of healthy local food using natural methods. Value is 

-

and processing for income generation. Farmers and rural communities are looked 

many communities. 

though study tours to community organisations and organic farms, and regular 

-

training as a means rather than simply a goal that makes the ARI program stand 

-

-

to other years assessed. Close to half of the participants came from NGOs, com-

institutions and a few were from educational organisations. Japanese participants 

participants were in their 20’s at the commencement of the program.

2.2.1. Motivation for participation
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N

Male Female

II. Sending organisation (by Type of organisation)

Educational institutions

Faith based or religious

Other 0

None

20s

40s

IV. Country of Origin

Brazil 1 Myanmar 4

Cameroon 1 Nepal

Ecuador 1 Philippines 2

India Sri Lanka 1

Indonesia Tanzania 2

Japan Thailand 1

Kenya 1 Uganda 1

Malawi Zambia 1

V. Total Number of Countries

VII. Total Number of 2013 Participants

-

 

-

“I am from rural area, remote area. We needed many skill for many course – 
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2.2.2. Learnings

what they wanted to learn and what they had learned. Most reported learning not 

-

ity still commented on the skill areas of organic farming, agriculture techniques 

are deeper and more closely related to the personal transformation that happens to 

participants through the training process. Other ideas that surfaced included those 

-

ence they come to understand the meaning of the training more fully. This includes 

discussion with ARI staff. The following chart (Table 2) tracks the themes men-

the frequency of direct or indirect mention of terms, and the percentage of partici-

mainly due to the gaps in English language and communication skills. 

N

 

Participants Mentioning 

this theme

 

Participants 

Organic Farming Skills 100

Use of Local Resources 17

17

Fruit and Vegetable Farming

Integrated farming

Appropriate Technology 11

Learning by doing

27 87.10

Community building 22

Community participation in decision making 18

14
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Participants Mentioning 

this theme

 

Participants 

3. Practical skills and information

People Management 24 77.42

21

Communication Skills

Planning Skills

10

English Language Skills

Health Issues 8

Water and Sanitation

Presentation Skills 4

Visits to ARI by guests

4. Training program core values

Personal change 27 87.10

74.20

Community change 74.20

Accepting and respecting differences 22

21

Foodlife

Dignity of Labour 17

Social justice 12

Tolerance 12

11

Compassion 11

11

Patience 10

Spirituality 8

Understanding other religions 7

7

 –
 

Tab. 1. – cont.
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training where more than 70% of participants mentioned, then the results would 

-

This information may not be meaningful on its own. But when coupled with 

-

3. Analysis

 

 

-

edged they changed since participating in the training program. One person was 

not clear about the meaning of the question. 

, they were asked how 

N Reported Frequency Percentage

 

and community building 17

27 87

Responses related to sustainable agriculture and foodlife 10
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ing. When possible, Participants were asked to describe the ways they felt 

they had actually changed. Participants reported on many different themes and 

-

er, more open to others, more patient, more humble and changing their world 

-

below attempts to highlight common threads. An attempt was made to select 

-

all ages. 

of understanding each other, how the training taught them to be more patient and 

different ideas based on their backgrounds. The differences which were a big 

and tolerance.

-
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Before I came I considered myself open minded but maybe here I learned to be more 

I don’t feel the same. 

Be patience. My weakness, easily get angry and to hesitate and to ask please do like 

this. If I see bad attitudes I get angry. I really change approach to others in a good 

way. not get angry. understanding their attitudes how teach different people. each 

-

stand them.

This also included persons from different religious backgrounds which has not 

only meaning for ARI, but in light of current global affairs is particularly poign-

it has changed me. Especially, religious background. Sometimes, back home (it is) 

I shouldn’t despise other people from other faith. Maybe if we are together, they 

-

ment.

-
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-

In spite of the argument we come up with a good plan and good implementation. 

become much closer.

(my country) and I do many trainings in theory but here I can learn practically and 

beings just one things I know the style and attitudes. So I can accept more types 

-

-

-

munity and each other. 

makes a person a leader through what they learned by doing and the modeling of 

they shared.
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-

I feel now what I do was wrong. Now, I know I need to ask many people. I was to 

Let me start about who I was before, before ARI I studied a lot, a lot of training and 

workshops and they helped me to become to a better leader. About the class work 

I learned practical. (Here) it is more learning by doing. By doing is how we learn. 

When I think about the leader, the leader is someone more respected. The main duty 

seeing a leader from someone who orders others from a comfortable position, to 

-

-

-
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others.

need for leading by working directly with the people in the community and focus-

-

learned different types of leadership style, different roles of leadership style in theory 

before. Now, here in ARI, I had learned more practically leading roles and styles in 

many different ways.

-

cleaning. But in ARI, president cleaning, dishwashing. In my country, no dish-

participants want to apply when they return to their communities. Participant 14 

shared their ideas saying

I change.

A primary concern for the participants once they go back to their communities is 

the implementation of the things they learn at ARI. For them to lead and create 

change, they understood that it should start from them, to put the learning – skills, 

the people.)

community instead of telling people what to do from someplace else. As Partici-
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-

 

people in the community, actually asking their needs and wants, and responding 

Sustainable organic farming was the most discussed learned farming skill. How-

-

enced. This may be because ARI employs natural sustainable farming techniques 

100% mentioned organic farming in their learnings, it is not as highly mentioned 

since sustainable farming is the not endpoint but part of the entire training process. 

The use of local resources in contrast to dependence on outside resources or 

-

what they lacked. This is eye-opening for many who used to rely on outside sup-

Leadership skills and organic farming through sustainable agriculture. If people can 

agriculture is not as highly mentioned as the personal transformation agent such 
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community resources is no small matter. Also, the reuse and recycle of resources 

-

-

homeless. The study tour in western Japan we saw patients with leprosy, minamata 

the challenges here in Japan. And also patients of leprosy how they were treated. I was 

shocked to see how they were treated. 

-

nections between global and local issues. But few Participants discussed this as 

compounded with talking to other participants enhancing’s their learning about 

-

-
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raising awareness about the dangers of chemicals as well as gender and women 

-

able agriculture. Ten Participants (10) mentioned implementing technical skills in 

to encourage members of their community to engage in organic farming. Below 

community through organic farming but also mentioned many of the other key 

My plan is I want to follow my dream because my dream is to reduce hunger. In an 

organic way from here. After reporting to my organisation, I want to start. The dangers 

also, men drinking, big problem. in Japan, man and women in early morning wakeup, 

in working – many hardworking women also. My community, women only house-
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farmers to not buy fertilizer (but to) to make (it) at home, good for economy. And 

practice myself. Little by little they will get interest(ed) and get what they want. 

I want to encourage them. I want to change this attitude (of getting something from, 

depending on others.)

the capacity of the Sending Body and the community members, 

to my) language (and) makes interest (in this) knowledge of people in the country. 

new generation, younger ones.

-

-

are raised. 

4. Commentary and conclusions

This attempted to ask if Asian Rural Institute’s rural leaders training program can 

-

-

between the reporting of what they learned and how they personally changed, and 

-
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-

edge and skills back but also these changed perceptions to their personal and pro-

-

So what does this mean for their communities’ futures, and dealing with the 

-

GMO, or chemical fertilizer programs done with the backing of multi-national 

both natural and human made, take their toll disrupting communities ties and re-

competition brings more precarious consequences, it is clear that there is a need 

-

ARI was founded based on the reality that our failure to accept and understand 

each other causes many problems in the world, and 40 years later this is no less 

true. While some policies and global campaigns aim to end hunger or curb the 

-

-
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sharing of low technology skills and knowledge that may also assist in bringing 

or harmony.

-

about change. 

through, what challenges they face and how ARI might assist future participants 

participants be able to follow through on a fraction of what they anticipate, they 
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Szkolenie dla przemian 

Streszczenie.

-

-
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-

-

-

znaczenia w erze globalizacji. 

szkolenie wiejskich liderów


